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Wind turbine toppled during a storm
1 January 2018
Bouin (Vendée)
France

THE ACCIDENT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
A wind turbine with a rotor measuring 80 m in diameter and a hub rising 60 m in the air was felled
in the early morning by Storm Carmen. The force of the winds ripped the 55 m tower from its base
and sent  it  toppling down,  littering the ground with debris  consisting mainly  of  its  blades.  The
impact  was  so  strong  that  the  rotor  was  driven  into  the  ground.  Emergency  services  were
immediately alerted. The same day, the operator’s on-call teams and the manufacturer set up a
safety perimeter and posted security guards. No injuries were reported in the accident.

The turbine was part of a group of eight turbines operated
by  two  different  companies.  Three  (including  the
demolished  one)  were  owned  by  one  operator  and  five
others  were  owned  by  another  operator.  After  making
initial observations, both operators completely shut down
their wind farms. That same day, the inspection authorities
for classified facilities were informed about the accident by
its  on-call  team.  They  discussed  the  situation  with  the
operator and visited its wind farm the following day.

The damaged wind turbine belonged to the first generation
of a model marketed in France by the manufacturer. It was
commissioned  in  2003.  The  only  other  identical  wind
turbines  in  service  in  mainland  France  were  the  seven
turbines still in operation in both wind farms.

THE ORIGIN AND THE CAUSES
The operator performed an assessment with the manufacturer. Technical experts were also called in and they visited
the operator’s  wind  farm several  times.  Various  items of  equipment  and materials  were collected.  To conduct  the
necessary investigations, all the technical data about the wind turbine was collected (metallurgical analysis of the tower,
chronology of the accident, remote management of the wind turbine by the operator, analysis of the blade pitch control
system’s brake blocks). This analysis was made necessary by repeated errors in the system used to control the pitch of
the three blades.

The turbine  was  equipped  with  an  aerodynamic  braking  system controlled  by  both  the  pitch  of  the  blades  and  a
pneumatic brake (rotor brake). The aerodynamic brake was the turbine’s main brake. The rotor brake acted as a backup
to the aerodynamic brake to keep the rotor from turning.

The investigations found that multiple factors caused the turbine to fall:

• the combination of  undetected abnormal  wear  of  the brake  blocks  and wind speeds  in  excess  of  40 m/s,
caused the pitch of the three blades to change uncontrollably and made the turbine automatically stop. The
control system had been designed to automatically stop the turbine in the event of a deviation in the blade pitch
control system;

• as the reported wind speeds were much higher than the upper limits for safely working in the turbine, on-site
troubleshooting was impossible. Only remote operations could be performed;

• following a misinterpretation of data, an operator used the remote management system to manually reposition
the turbine. This caused the rotor speed to quickly increase and exceed the safety limit. Although the overspeed
protection system kicked in, the condition of the brake blocks on the pitch control system and the extremely high
wind speeds made it impossible to stop the turbine. The mechanical loads acting on the tower greatly exceeded
the turbine’s design limits, causing it to collapse.

The operator’s investigations revealed that the mechanical linkage between the blade pitch motor and the brakes was
not covered by the maintenance inspection protocol. As a result, the accumulated wear had not been detected during
the annual inspections.
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS TAKEN
Following the on-site visit, the inspection authorities for classified facilities issued an emergency prefectural order for
each farm operator. Both orders were revised to include clarifications made by the operators.

The emergency order for the operator of the demolished wind turbine contained the following recommendations:

• immediate safety measures;

• filing of an accident report;

• waste removal (collection with mapping and disposal);

• soil pollution (analysis followed by treatment where necessary);

• metallurgical analysis of the demolished wind turbine and assessment of the towers of the other turbines;

• halt in the operation of the remaining two turbines pending a check of the overspeed protection system. The
halt is also depending on the metallurgical analysis results for the other towers and the accident report findings;

• conditions for building a new wind turbine.

The emergency order for the other operator of the other farm covered the following aspects:

• immediate safety measures;

• submission of a report on the operation, monitoring, and maintenance of its wind turbines;

• assessment of the metallurgical characteristics of the towers;

• definition of the conditions for maintaining the turbines in service (checks of the overspeed protection system
and inclusion of the recommendations in the accident report for the other farm).

Both orders were signed on 5 January 2018. Follow-up meetings were held regularly with both operators. Following the
replacement  of  the  brake  blocks  and a series  of  tests,  both  farms were  allowed to  resume operation.  They  were
inspected on 14 June 2018. A final follow-up meeting was held on 13 July 2018. All the solutions implemented were
found to be satisfactory on 27 September 2018.

At the writing of this summary, the inspection authorities for classified facilities are reviewing the application to rebuild
the demolished wind turbine.

LESSONS LEARNT
To provide feedback and improve the operation of wind turbines of the same type, the operators took the following
measures in consultation with the manufacturer:

• they revised and clarified the maintenance procedure to be followed in the event of failure of the blade pitch
control system and trained their maintenance technicians;

• they updated their maintenance instructions. From now on, all or a portion of the components of the blade pitch
control system’s brake blocks (gear wheel in particular) are to be replaced every five years and the replaced
components are to be inspected by sampling to confirm this frequency;

• since March 2018, they have been using special software that assesses the condition of the blade pitch control
system’s brake blocks by comparing the actual position of the blades against the setpoints sent electronically;

• a safety  warning  has been written  for  operators  who have not  signed a maintenance agreement  with  the
manufacturer and who own the same type of wind turbine.
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